Systems based on event-loops have been popularized by Node.JS, and are becoming a key technology in the domain of cloud computing. Despite their popularity, such systems support only sharenothing parallelism via message passing between parallel entities usually called workers. In this paper, we introduce a novel parallel programming abstraction called Generic Messages (GEMS), which enables shared-memory parallelism for share-nothing event-based systems. A key characteristic of GEMS is that they enable workers to share state by specifying how the state can be accessed once it is shared. We call this aspect of the GEMS model capability-based parallelism.
Introduction
Programming languages and frameworks based on event-loop programming models have become very popular in domains such as cloud computing and micro-services. Node.JS is the most popular of such frameworks, but several others exist [6] , including languages that compile to JavaScript [1, 3] .
Many of such languages and frameworks only support a limited model of parallelism, in the form of message passing between share-nothing parallel entities. This model is known as the communicating event-loops model [7] . In this parallel programming model, each event loop runtime (or simply each worker) is replicated as an independent and isolated parallel entity. Workers do not share any memory space, and interact only by means of explicit asynchronous message passing. The model is inspired by actors [4] , and is very convenient for programmers, because they do not need to deal with issues such as data races and deadlocks.
Despite its many benefits, share-nothing message-based parallelism is not a one-size-fits-all solution, and approaches based on shared-memory parallelism could give considerable performance benefits, or can be more convenient for expressing certain computations. Nevertheless, shared-memory parallel programming is Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers, or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org or Publications Dept., ACM, Inc., fax +1 (212) 869-0481. complex, as it requires developers to deal with synchronization and race conditions. This is particularly true for systems featuring an event-loop, where concurrency is already present in the form of asynchronous I/O. Ideally, any form of shared-memory parallel programming abstraction for such systems should be safe.
In this paper we introduce the notion of Generic messages (GEMS), a programming abstraction that can be used to expose safe shared-memory parallel programming models to systems relying on communicating event-loops. At the very high level, a GEM is some form of state (e.g., an object instance) that initially belongs to a single worker (called the GEM owner), and that can be shared via message passing with other workers. Unlike other forms of data sharing, when a GEM is sent to other workers, the state it encapsulates becomes accessible by them in a controlled way. Specifically, the owner of the GEM specifies how the GEM can be used by the receiving workers. Therefore, the owner of the shared state specifies upfront the operations that workers are allowed to perform on the state they share. We call this model capability-based parallelism 1 , meaning that at the moment a GEM is shared, its owner not only exposes its state, but also limits the provided capabilities to interact with it. An intuitive example for a capability is read-only access. Beyond that, GEMS enable many advanced and fine-grained policies, e.g., partitioned access or temporal immutability. Rather than enabling a specific parallel programming model, generic messages are fully customizable, and can expose shared-memory to workers in several ways.
GEMS and Capability-based Parallelism
A GEM is a type of object that can be exchanged between workers via message-based interactions to enable shared-memory parallel programming. It can be seen as a capability granting controlled access to shared-memory, and can be considered a combination of the following elements: (1) A shared object, that is, an object graph to be shared with multiple workers through the GEM. (2) Dynamic sharing semantics that controls how the shared object can be accessed in parallel by multiple workers. Shared objects can be associated only with one GEM at a time, i.e., it is not possible to reference the same object instance from two different GEMS, neither directly nor indirectly. Different GEMS can encapsulate different sharing semantics, and therefore enable multiple parallel programming models.
At its core, a GEM is an object with the following components: • GEM public API: a GEM-specific API that is accessible to all the workers receiving the GEM in the form of a message.
// Multicast the GEMs to the workers • GEM meta API: a custom meta-object protocol API [5] that is used by all the workers using the GEM.
• GEM state: global state accessible to all GEMS in all workers, and local state private to the worker that receives a GEM. State is private, and can be accessed only by the GEM public and meta API. By combining these three components, GEMS can specify any custom sharing semantics. Examples of GEMS with different sharing capabilities are: (1) ReadOnly GEM: Every worker has read-only access to all elements of the shared object. Attempts to write to any of the elements cause an exception. (2) Owned GEM: Only one worker at a time has exclusive access to all elements of the shared object. Attempts to perform concurrent reads or writes cause an exception on the worker that does not have the exclusive read/write access. (3) Partitioned GEM: Workers have read and write access to disjoint subsets of elements of the shared object. Attempts to read or write outside of the partition cause an exception. Depending on the GEM implementation, the partition can be assigned statically or dynamically. Other, more advanced GEMS exist that can support more complex forms of access to shared-memory, for example enabling safe concurrent access to the shared object. Figure 1 shows a simple Node.JS application using two of the GEMS described above. It does text scraping on an input file owned by a master worker; the file is scanned line-by-line by multiple workers that compare the text content against a dictionary of keywords. The two GEMS used in the example are a read-only GEM and a partitioned GEM. The former is used to grant readonly access to the dictionary of keywords to all the workers. In a share-nothing scenario, the dictionary would have to be replicated among all the workers, while the GEM ensures concurrent readonly access and prevents concurrent writes. The latter GEM is used to partition the input file to be scraped among workers, to achieve data parallelism. Partitioning is handled dynamically by the GEM, which exposes a simple API (i.e., getRange) that can be used by workers to retrieve a slice of the shared object. Without sharedmemory parallelism, each partition of the input file would have to be copied into the memory space of the receiving worker. Using the GEM, no copies are required: once it is received, each worker becomes the exclusive owner of a partition, and gains exclusive read and write access over it. The GEM guarantees safety by ensuring that workers do not access an index of the array that they do not own (see line 14 in Figure 1 ). Message passing can still be 
Evaluation
The GEMS model is a generic extension to communicating eventloop frameworks or languages. We developed an initial version of the GEMS model in the context of Node.JS, building upon the GraalJS [2] JavaScript engine, a fully-compliant ECMA6 implementation of Node.JS for the JVM. As an initial evaluation, we ported message-based benchmarks for Node.JS to the GEM model. The results are depicted in Figure 2 . The experiments ran on a server-class machine using Ubuntu 12.04, equipped with 128 GB of RAM and two 8-core Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2680 (2.70 GHz). As the figure shows, the GEM-based implementations offer better performance over both the Graal.JS and Node.JS implementations that use message passing. The reason for the speedup is the efficient usage of shared memory, and the reduced communication overhead between workers.
